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Abstract
Indexed pattern search in text has been studied for many decades.
For small alphabets, the FM-Index provides unmatched performance
for Count operations, in terms of both space required and search
speed. For large alphabets – for example, when the tokens are words
– the situation is more complex, and FM-Index representations are
compact, but potentially slow. In this paper we apply recent innova-
tions from the field of inverted indexing and document retrieval to
compressed pattern search, including for alphabets into the millions.
Commencing with the practical compressed suffix array structure
developed by Sadakane, we show that the Elias-Fano code-based
approach to document indexing can be adapted to provide new trade-
off options in indexed pattern search, and offers significantly faster
pattern processing compared to previous implementations, as well
as reduced space requirements. We report a detailed experimental
evaluation that demonstrates the relative advantages of the new ap-
proach, using the standard Pizza&Chili methodology and files, as
well as applied use-cases derived from large-scale data compression,
and from natural language processing. For large alphabets, the new
structure gives rise to space requirements that are close to those of
the most highly-compressed FM-Index variants, in conjunction with
unparalleled Count throughput rates.

1 Introduction and Background
We study a well-known problem: given a static textT[0,n−2]
over an alphabet Σ of size σ followed by a symbol T[n−1] =
$, with $ 6∈ Σ, preprocess T so that a sequence of patterns
P[0,m−1], also over Σ, can be efficiently searched for, with
the purpose of each search being to identify the number of
occurrences nocc of P in T via a Count query. A variety of
options exist for this problem, providing different trade-offs
between construction cost, memory space required during pat-
tern search operations, and search cost, both asymptotically
and in practical terms. Example structures include the suffix
tree [3, 26] and suffix array [16]. The suffix array of T, de-
noted SA, requires O

(
n logn

)
bits of space in addition to the

O
(
n logσ

)
bits occupied by T, and uses that space to store

the offsets SA[0,n−1] of all n suffixes of T (denoted as T[i, ])
in lexicographic order such that T[SA[i], ] < T[SA[i + 1], ]
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for i ∈ [0,n− 1]. Using SA, the number of occurrences of
P in T can be identified in O

(
m logn

)
time, via two binary

searches that determine the range (sp,ep) such that all suf-
fixes SA[sp,ep] are prefixed by P. Thus, nocc = ep− sp+1.
The search cost can be reduced to O

(
m+ logn

)
if information

about longest common prefixes is also available. Storing this
information for all possible intervals SA[i, j] occurring in the
binary search process requires O

(
n logn

)
bits of additional

space.

Compressed Indexes. In a compressed suffix array, or CSA,
the space required is proportional to the compressed size of T.
Sadakane [23] (see also Grossi and Vitter [12]) describes
a CSA based on the observation that the function ψ[i] =
SA−1[(SA[i]+1) mod n] consists of σ increasing sequences
(or segments) of integers, and that each of those segments is
likely to be compressible, yielding a space usage of nHk(T)+
O
(
n log logσ

)
bits [19], where Hk denotes to the order-k

empirical entropy of T. To implement Count, occurrences
of P are located by performing a backward search to find
the range SA[spi,epi] matching each suffix P[i, ], stopping if
epi < spi, or if all of P has been processed.

An alternative compressed index is due to Ferragina and
Manzini [6], and is based on the Burrows Wheeler Transform
(BWT), defined as BWT[i] = T[SA[i]−1 mod n]. In an FM-
Index the BWT is generally encoded using a wavelet tree
[11], and accessed using Rank

(
BWT, i,c

)
, which returns the

number of times symbol c occurs in the prefix BWT[0, i−1].
Again, P is processed in reverse order. Suppose SA[spi,epi]
refers to the range in SA prefixed by P[i, ], and that P[i−
1] = c. An array C of σ logn bits stores the number of
symbols c in T smaller than c; using it, spi−1 = C[c] +
Rank

(
BWT,spi,c

)
and epi−1 = C[c] + Rank

(
BWT,epi +

1,c
)
− 1 can be computed. Overall, SA[sp,ep] is identified

using 2m Rank operations on the BWT; and when stored
using a wavelet tree, O

(
m logσ

)
time. For more information

about these structures, and the time/space trade-offs that they
allow, see Navarro and Mäkinen [19] and Ferragina et al. [5].

In Practice. Implementations of the CSA and the FM-Index
have been developed and measured using a range of data.
When σ is small – for example, σ = 4 for DNA, and σ ≈
100 for plain ASCII text – both provide fast pattern search
based on compact memory footprints, usually requiring half
or less of the space initially occupied by T, depending on



a range of secondary structures and parameter choices [9,
13], and with the FM-Index typically requiring less space
that the CSA. But when σ is large – for example, when
the alphabet is words in a natural language and σ ≈ 106 or
greater – the situation is more complex. In particular, the
O
(
logσ

)
factor associated with the FM-Index’s wavelet tree

is a count of random accesses (as distinct from cache-friendly
accesses) and means that search costs increase with alphabet
size, negating its space advantage. In contrast, standard CSA
implementations are relatively unaffected by σ , but each
backward search step in a CSA has a dependency on lognc,
where nc is the frequency in T of the current symbol c = P[i].
Hence, if σ is fixed and does not grow with n, CSA pattern
match times will grow as T becomes longer.

Our Contribution. We introduce several improvements to the
CSA index:

• We adapt and extend the uniform partitioned Elias-Fano
(UEF) representation of Ottaviano and Venturini [21] to
the storage of the ψ function, allowing faster backwards
search compared to previous implementations;

• We add a fourth UEF block type compared to Ottaviano
and Venturini, and include the option of coding sections
of the ψ function in a runlength mode;

• We describe a way of segregating the short segments in
ψ , allowing improved compression when σ is large and
many of the symbols in Σ are rare;

• We carry out detailed “at scale” experiments, including
both synthetic query streams and logs derived from
use-cases, covering all of small, medium, and large
alphabets, comparing a broader range of techniques
and combinations for supporting Count than has any
previous empirical evaluation.

The result is a pattern search index that we refer to as
“CSA++”. It represents a significant shift in the previous
relativities between compressed index structures; and, for
large alphabets in particular, gives rise to space needs close
to those of the most highly-compressed FM-Index variants,
with unparalleled search throughput rates.

2 Storing Integer Lists
Operations Required. The function

ψ[i] = SA−1[(SA[i]+1) mod n]

is a critical – and costly – component of a CSA. It can be
thought of as consisting of a concatenation of σ segments, the
c th of which is a sorted list of the locations in BWT at which
the c th symbol in Σ appear. That is, each segment of ψ can be
interpreted as a postings list of occurrences of symbol c. The
key operation required to enable backwards search is that of

GEQ
(
c,pos

)
, which returns the smallest position pos′ such

that ψ[pos′] is in the c th segment, and such that ψ[pos′]≥ pos.
Starting with sp = 0 and ep = n−1, the (sp,ep) bounds are
narrowed via a sequence of m pairs of sp = GEQ

(
c,sp

)
and

ep = GEQ
(
c,ep + 1

)
− 1 operations, as c takes on values

from P[m−1] through to P[0]. The equivalence of the CSA
and FM-Index search processes can be seen by noting that
GEQ

(
c,pos

)
= C[c] + Rank

(
BWT,pos,c

)
, and that all of

the (sp,ep) pairs computed are identical between the two.
Note also that, by construction, symbol occurrences in the
BWT string are likely to appear in clusters, and hence ψ

is likely to contain runs of consecutive or near-consecutive
integers, separated by large intervals, and to contain at most
σ “disruption” points at which ψ[i]> ψ[i+1].

Integer Codes. One common way of storing postings lists is
to compute gaps, or differences, and then store them using
a suitable code for integers; clusters in BWT then gives rise
to runs of small or unit gaps in ψ . A range of integer codes
have been developed for this type of distribution, including
Elias γ and δ codes, Rice and Golomb codes, and the Binary
Interpolative Code (see Moffat and Turpin [18, Chapter 3]
for descriptions). Several of these have been used in previous
CSA implementations [23].

There has been recent interest in Elias-Fano encodings
(EF encodings) for postings list compression, a result of work
by Vigna [25] (see also Anh and Moffat [2] for earlier appli-
cation, and Gog et al. [9] for preliminary experimentation
with compressed suffix arrays). Given a non-decreasing set
of k integers in the range 0 . . .2U −1 for some universe size
2U , a parameter ` is selected, and each integer is split into
a high part (the most significant U − ` bits) and a low part
(the ` low-order bits). Groups are formed for values that have
the same high parts. A code for the block of k values is then
constructed by representing the size of each of the 2U−` pos-
sible groups in unary, followed by the concatenation in order
of the k low parts. For example, if U = 4 and k = 3, the se-
quence [6,7,10] (that is, [0110,0111,1010] in binary) would
be coded using ` = 2, and split into high parts, [01,01,10],
coded as group sizes in unary as 0:110:10:0; and into low
parts coded in binary, 10:11:10, where the “:”s are purely
indicative, and do not appear in the output. The EF encod-
ing achieves representations close to the combinatorial mini-
mum if `= blog2(2

U/k)c; moreover, the length of the coded
block is easily computed: k+ 2U−` bits are required for the
high/unary parts, and k · ` bits for the low/binary parts.

One useful aspect of the EF encoding is that the unary
parts can be searched via Select operations over their “0” bits,
and then the number of binary parts through until that point
computed. For example, in the unary sequence shown above,
any elements from the underlying sequence in the range
8 . . .11 must fall in the third bucket, and Select0(2)− 2 =
4− 2 = 2 indicates that there are in total two binary parts



contained within the first two buckets, and hence that the
binary parts associated with the third bucket (if any) must
commence from the third element of the low/binary part. On
average there is O

(
1
)

item per bucket, and linear search can
be used to scan them; if a worst-case bound is required, binary
search can be used if there are more than log2 n “1” bits
between the relevant pair of consecutive “0” bits, and linear
search employed otherwise.

Another feature of the EF representation is that in the
binary part all components are of the same bit-length `,
meaning that there are no dependencies that would hinder
vectorized processing and loop-unrolling techniques and
prevent them from achieving their full potential. This is not
the case with, for example Elias δ codes, which are based
upon gaps and are also of variable length, and hence must be
decoded sequentially.

Partitioned Elias-Fano Codes. The term occurrences in long
postings lists tend to be clustered, a pattern that has been used
as the basis for a range of improved index compression tech-
niques [18]. Ottaviano and Venturini [21] demonstrated that
EF encodings could capture much of this effect if postings
lists were broken into blocks of k values, and then the docu-
ment identifiers in each block mapped to the range 0 . . .2U−1
for some suitable per-block choice of U . Ottaviano and Ven-
turini further observed that in some cases EF encodings are
less efficient than other options, and that it was helpful for
blocks to be coded in one of three distinct modes: (i) those
consisting of an ascending run of k consecutive document
identifiers, in which case no further code bits are required at
all (NIL blocks); (ii) those where the document identifiers are
sufficiently clustered (but not consecutive) that a 2U -bit vec-
tor is the most economical approach (BV blocks); and (iii)
those that are best represented using EF encodings, taking
2U−`+ k · (1+ `) bits. Note that the decision between these
options can be made based solely on k and U .

The combination of fixed-k blocks and range-based code
selection is referred to as Uniform Elias-Fano (UEF) encod-
ing. Ottaviano and Venturini also describe a mechanism for
partitioning postings lists into approximately-homogeneous
variable-length blocks in a manner that benefits EF encodings.
We do not employ that additional method here.

Overall Structure of a CSA. With gaps in ψ represented by
variable-length codewords, the ability to directly identify and
then search segments of ψ is lost. Instead, pseudo-random
access is provided via a set of samples: ψ is broken into
fixed-length blocks; the first ψ value in each block is retained
uncompressed in a sample index; and the remaining values in
that block are coded as gaps starting from that first value [20,
23]. Computation ofGEQ

(
c,pos

)
then involves identification

of the region in the sample index associated with the segment
for symbol c, binary search in that section of the sample

index to identify the single block that contains pos or the
next ψ value greater than it; and then sequential decoding
of that whole block, to reconstruct values of ψ in order to
determine the exact value. If symbol c occurs nc times in T,
and if samples are extracted every k values, then searching
the sample index requires O

(
log(nc/k)

)
time, a cost that must

be balanced against the O
(
k
)

cost of linear search within the
block. Small values of k give faster GEQ

(
c,pos

)
operations,

but also increase the size of the sample index, and hence the
size of the CSA.

3 Representing ψ

We store the ψ function of a CSA using the UEF approach of
Ottaviano and Venturini, using a blocksize of k as the basis for
both the UEF encoding and the sample index [9]. A number
of further enhancements to previous implementations are now
described.

Independent Structures. Rather than storing the whole of ψ

as a single entity split into blocks, we treat each segment
independently, and in doing so, explicitly form an inverted
index for the symbols c in BWT. The σ logn-bit array C
of cumulative symbol frequencies is retained, and hence
nc =C[c+1]−C[c]. A UEF-structured postings list of dnc/ke
blocks is then created for symbol c, with its own sample
index constructed from the first (smallest) value in each of
the blocks, and also represented using the EF approach, with
U ′= dlog2 ne as the universe size for this “top level” structure,
and k′ = dnc/ke the number of values to be coded within it.

One risk with this “separate structures” approach is
that symbols c for which nc is small may incur relatively
high overheads; a mechanism for addressing this concern
is presented shortly. Another potential issue is the cost of
the mapping needed to provide access to the c th of these
structures, given a symbol identifier c; that process is also
described in more detail later in this section.

RL Blocks. Ottaviano and Venturini [21] employ three block
types, to which we add a fourth: run-length encoded blocks
(RL blocks). The NIL blocks of Ottaviano and Venturini
account for runs of k consecutive ψ values; but there are
also many instances of shorter runs that do not span a whole
block. In an RL block, the (strictly positive) gaps between
consecutive ψ values are represented using the Elias δ

code. Any unit gaps are followed by a second δ code to
indicate a repeat counter, while non-unit gaps are left as is.
For example, [27,28,29,45,46,47,48,70,71,73] would be
represented as [(+1,2),+16,(+1,3),+22,(+1,1),+2], with
the plus symbols and parentheses indicative only, and with
the sampled value 27 held in the top-level structure.

To decide whether to apply RL mode to any given block,
the space that it would consume is found by summing the
lengths of the δ codes, and comparing against the (calculated)



cost of the BV and EF alternatives. Because δ is slower to
decode than EF, a “relative advantage” test is applied, and
blocks are coded using the RL approach only if the RL size
is less than half the size of the smaller of an equivalent BV
or EF block. A flag bit at the start of each block informs the
decoder which mode is in use for that block.

Low-Frequency Symbols. When σ is large it is likely that
many symbols in Σ have relatively low frequencies and hence
notably different values in ψ; and having a small number
of widely-spaced values in a block that is otherwise tightly
clustered increases the cost of every codeword in the block,
because of the non-adaptive nature of the EF representation.
In the “separate structures” approach we are adopting, there
is also a level of per-segment overhead that is relatively
expensive for short segments. To address this issue, we add
a further option for storing the ψ values for low-frequency
symbols, and do not build an independent UEF structure for
them. For example, consider a symbol c of frequency nc = 2.
Its segment in ψ is only two symbols long, and it is far more
effective to segregate those two values into two elements of a
separate array using dlog2 ne bits each than it is to construct a
UEF structure and the associated sample index. In particular,
if those two elements are within a larger array in which all
of the values for all symbols for which nc = 2 are stored, the
overhead space can be kept small.

The array C of size σ elements has already been men-
tioned, it allows nc to be computed for a symbol c. A bitvector
D of size σ with Rank support is added, with D[c] = 1 if sym-
bol c is being stored as a full UEF structure, and D[c] = 0
if nc ≤ L for some threshold L. We use D to map from Σ to
Σ′ = {c | nc ≤ L}. The next component required is a wavelet
tree over the values nc, where c ∈ Σ′, to support Rank oper-
ations and hence determine how many symbols c′ < c in Σ′

have nc′ = nc. Finally, a set of L arrays are maintained, one
for each symbol frequency between 1 and L. We suppose that
Ai is the i th of those arrays. With those components available,
locating the segment of ψ values corresponding to symbol
c is carried out as follows. First, D[c] is accessed and nc =
C[c+1]−C[c] is determined. If D[c] is zero, the wavelet tree
is used to compute s = |{c′ | 1 ≤ c′ < c and nc′ = nc}|, and
the nc required values of ψ are at Anc [nc · s . . .nc · s+nc−1].
On the other hand, if D[c] = 1, then s = Rank

(
D,c,1

)
is com-

puted, and the s th of the full UEF structures is used to access
the c th segment of ψ .

In the experiments reported in the next section we
take L = k, where k is the UEF block size and also the
sample interval. That is, any symbols c for which nc ≤
k and less than one full UEF block would be required
are stored in uncompressed form as binary values in the
range 0 . . .n− 1, in contiguous sections of shared arrays.
Note that as a further small optimization the groups of nc
elements that collectively comprise each of the arrays Anc

could themselves be stored using EF encodings when nc ≥
2, since the EF-compressed length of each such group is
both readily calculable and identical. However, given that
naturally-occurring large-alphabet frequency distributions
typically have long tails of very low symbol frequencies, the
average cost of such EF encodings might be close to dlog2 ne
bits per ψ value anyway, in which case we would expect the
additional gains to be modest. We leave detailed exploration
of this idea for future work.

Eliminating Double Search. As described earlier, each sym-
bol that is processed in P generates two GEQ operations over
ψ . It is thus easy to compute these via two calls to the same
function. But much of the computation between the calls
can be shared, and it is more efficient to perform the first
GEQ call to identify GEQ

(
c,sp

)
, and then perform a finger-

search from that point to compute GEQ
(
c,ep

)
. While this is

a relatively simple change from a logical point of view, it is
non-trivial from an engineering perspective, and not currently
implemented in existing software packages.

4 Experiments
We now present results obtained for small- and large-alphabet
experimentation. We also gives results for two applications
that reflect the different characteristics of these two different
types of alphabet.

Methodology and Test Environment. The baselines and
CSA++ are written in C++14 on top of the SDSL library [7]
and compiled with optimizations using gcc 5.2.1. The ex-
perimental results were generated using a Intel Xeon E5640
CPU using 144 GiB RAM. All timings reported are averaged
over five runs; the variance was low and all measurements lie
within approximately 10% of each reported value. All space
usages reported are those of the serialized data structures on
disk. To ensure the reproducibility of our results, our com-
plete experimental setup, including data files, is available at
github.com/mpetri/benchmark-suffix-array/.

Baselines. We compare the new CSA++ approach to a wide
range of highly optimized baselines. The method CSA re-
flects the description of [23], as implemented in the SDSL
library; it stores the ψ function using Elias γ codes as a sin-
gle stream of gaps, with the disruptive elements at the start
of each segment represented as very large values rather than
as negative gaps, and with the samples stored uncompressed.
Method CSA-SADA is Sadakane’s implementation of the
same mechanism, available from the Pizza&Chili web site.

We also compare against two versions of each of two
FM-Index approaches. The first pair, prefixed FM-HF, use
a Huffman-shaped wavelet tree (WT) for the whole BWT
[15]. The first version of this approach represents the WT by
an uncompressed bitvector and a cache-friendly rank struc-

github.com/mpetri/benchmark-suffix-array/


ture (FM-HF-BVIL), and seeks to provide fast querying at
the expense of memory space; the second one uses entropy-
compressed bitvectors (FM-HF-RRR) to represent the WT,
and is at the other extreme of the space/speed tradeoff. The
second pair of FM-Indexes are based on fixed-block com-
pression boosting, prefixed FM-FB. The BWT is partitioned
into fixed-length blocks and a WT is created for each block.
We use a recent implementation by Gog et al. [8], and plug-
in an uncompressed bitvector and rank structure (FM-FB-
BVIL), and a hybrid bitvector (FM-FB-HYB) [14]. We did
not have access to an implementation of another recent CSA
proposal [1]. We additionally enhance the OptPFD [27] based
CSA (CSA-OPF) of Gog et al. [9] to support Count queries.
Note that 32-bit limitations in the OptPFD codes used for this
restrict the CSA-OPF index to at most 4 GiB.

For large alphabets we additionally compare against
an alphabet partitioned (FM-AP) index [4] which provides
O(log logσ) rank time, and a variant FM-AP-HYB which
uses a hybrid bitvector [14]; two versions of Golynski et
al.’s [10] rank structure (GMR-RS and GMR); and against a
Huffman shaped WT using either a plain bitvector (FM-HF-
BVIL) or a hybrid bitvector (FM-HF-HYB).

Appendix A gives the exact specification of the various
methods compared.

Data Sets and Queries. Our experiments make use of texts T
from two different sources: four 200 MiB files drawn from
the Pizza&Chili corpus1, selected to illustrate a range of al-
phabet sizes σ ; plus two 2 GiB files of natural language text,
one in German, and one in Spanish. The latter were extracted
from a sentence-parsed prefix of the German and Spanish sec-
tions of the CommonCrawl2. The four 200 MiB Pizza&Chili
files are treated as byte streams, with σ ≤ 256 in all cases;
the two larger files are parsed in to word tokens, and then
those tokens mapped to integers. There were σ = 5,039,965
distinct words (integers) in the German-language file, and
σ = 2,956,209 distinct words in the Spanish-language file.

The primary query streams applied to these files were
generated by randomly selecting 50,000 locations in T and
extracting m = 20-character strings for the Pizza&Chili files,
and extracting m = 4-symbol/word strings for the two natural
language files. This follows the methodology adopted by
other similar experimentation carried out in the past. As
secondary query streams, we also make use of the strings
generated by two specific use-cases, described later in this
section, in part as a response to the concerns explored by
Moffat and Gog [17].

Pattern Search, Small Alphabets. Figure 1 depicts the rela-
tive performance of the CSA++, three previous CSA imple-

1See http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/texts.html.
2See http://data.statmt.org/ngrams/deduped/

mentations, and a total four of FM-Index options. Index size
on the horizontal axis is expressed as a percentage relative
to the original text size, which in the case of these four files,
is always 200 MiB. To measure search times, plotted on the
vertical axis, the corresponding query streams were executed
in entirety to determine an nocc count for each query, and
then the overall execution time for the stream was divided
by the total number of query characters, to obtain a computa-
tion time per query byte. Where there is more than one point
shown for a method, the blocksize k is the parameter being
varied. As can be seen from the four graphs in the figure,
in general, the best of the FM-Indexes tested were the two
FM-FB variants, and they also outperformed the two CSA
implementations. The CSA++ outperforms the three earlier
implementations of the CSA approach on all four files.

Pattern Search, Large Alphabets. Figure 2 shows the same
experiment, applied to the large-alphabet natural-language
texts. A total of six FM-Index methods suited to large alpha-
bets are compared to the previous CSA (the SDSL version),
the CSA-OPF of Gog et al. [9] extended as part of this work to
support Count queries, and the new CSA++. In this environ-
ment the CSA++ dominates all of the alternative mechanisms,
requiring either substantially less space, or offering greatly
improved query rates. The careful attention paid to the repre-
sentation of infrequent terms is clearly beneficial.

Figure 3 helps explain the situation. The great majority
of the symbols in Σ occur fewer than k = 128 times; indeed,
25% of them appear only once. Reducing the per-term
overhead is thus very important. However, as is shown in
the right pane, those terms are a small percentage of the ψ

array, and storing them in binary is not detrimental to overall
performance.

Detailed Space Breakdown. Table 1 provide details of the
space required by various components of the CSA++, for a
small-alphabet file, a mid-alphabet file, and a large-alphabet
file. The two columns associated with each of the three files
show the space required by the named component, preceded
by, where appropriate, the fraction of the values in ψ that
are handled via that option. The EF-encoded samples require
around 1–2% of the original space; and various other access
structures, including the wavelet tree for low-nc symbols,
require a further 2–3%. The four different block types play
different roles across the three files. For the DNA data, the
great majority of ψ values are included in BV blocks; for the
XML data, the emphasis is on NIL blocks; and for the word-
based large-alphabet data it is EF blocks that dominate. In the
latter case, a small but important fraction of the ψ values are
coded in plain binary, as shown above in Figure 3. The effect
of this alphabet partitioning is better compression for the EF-
encoded values, which on this file are the dominant type;
confirming that this option is an important component of the

http://pizzachili.dcc.uchile.cl/texts.html
http://data.statmt.org/ngrams/deduped/
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Figure 1: Cost of indexed pattern search for a set of small- and medium-alphabet Pizza&Chili files, each 200 MiB. The
preferred zone is at the lower-left. The new approach is denoted as CSA++, the other methods are a broad range of baselines
and are described in detail in Appendix A. Alistair says: Can probably enlarge figures a bit (10%? 15%?) while keeping
same aspect ratio, we have plenty of space, limit is 15 pages...

large-alphabet situations handled so well by the CSA++. The
introduction of the RL blocks results in a relatively saving on
the DNA and German files, but makes a substantial relative
difference for the XML file. If the RL threshold L is made
vary large, so that no blocks employ that option, the three
CSA structures grow to 93.2 MiB, 897.8 MiB, and 49.2 MiB
respectively. Table 1 also lists the space needed by several
other compressed pattern search structures, to provide further
context for these results.

Case Study One: Text Factorization. The Relative Lempel-
Ziv (RLZ) compression mechanism represents a string STR
as a sequence of factors from a dictionary D, see Petri et al.
[22] for a description and experimental results. To greedily
determine longest factors using a CSA, we take T= Dr, the
reverse of D, and build a compressed index. The string is then
processed against T taking symbols from STR in left-to-right
order, and performing a backward search in T; if a prefix
of length p from STR is sufficient to ensure that the (sp,ep)
range becomes empty, then the next factor emitted is of length
p−1. That is, the factorization process can be regarded as ap-
plying variable-length patterns to a text T, with each pattern
being as short as possible without appearing in T. To carry
out an application-driven experiment, we took the 64 GiB pre-
fix of the GOV2 document collection used by Petri et al., and
built a set of patterns, each of which is one factor, plus the next

character from STR. The first 1,901,131,365 patterns from
that set, representing 4 GiB of text, were used as queries. The
average factor length was 23.6 characters, with nocc = 0 in
T in all cases. We then applied those patterns to a 256 MiB
dictionary D constructed from the whole 64 GiB, to compute
the per-character cost of performing the specified searches,
and compared against the per-character cost associated with
search for randomly selected patterns. Table 2 shows the cost
of backward search step in both scenarios and confirms both
that CSA++ significantly outperforms CSA, and also that for
Count queries, random strings are a reasonable experimental
methodology.

Case Study Two: Language Modeling. A common operation
on natural language files is to identify informative phrases as
sentences are parsed. We built variable-length queries for the
file german-2048, and measured the per-symbol processing
time, comparing actual-use queries and randomly-selected-
string queries for CSA and CSA++. In total 1,521,869 queries
of average length 3.4 words were extracted from the machine
translation process described by Shareghi et al. [24], corre-
sponding to 40,000 sentences randomly selected from the
German part of Common Crawl. Table 3 shows the cost of
those Count queries over the german-2048 file. The results
again align with the performance of pattern searches for ran-
dom queries extracted from the text, as was shown in Figure 2.
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Note in particular that CSA++ performance is largely unaf-
fected by k, whereas the performance of CSA substantially
decreases as k increases. As pattern search is a major part
of the cost of the machine translation process described by
Shareghi et al. [24], utilizing CSA++ leads to a significant
speedup in practical performance.

5 Conclusion
We have described several enhancement’s to Sadakane’s
CSA, and have demonstrated improvements both in terms
of compression effectiveness, and also in terms of query
throughput for Count queries, especially for large-alphabet
applications. If Locate queries are also required, all of the
structures explored here must be augmented with SA samples,
to allow (sp,ep) ranges to be converted to offsets in T; as
future work, we plan to investigate space-speed tradeoffs in
that regard as well.

Appendix A: Details of Experimentation
Table 4 provides details of the various methods compared
in Section 4. The CSA-SADA results were obtained by
executing code authored by Kunihiko Sadakane, available
from the Pizza&Chili web site.
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